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HEAR AND FEEL THE DIFFERENCE ®

Comprehensive Maintenance Technologies. 
Lowest cost per use.SOUND

synergies

®

For Dealers/Distributors inquiries: Jim Akers - jammc@harbornet.com or Russell Reed - reedville85@comcast.net 
Learn about our full line of music industry products at www.soundsynergies.net. Products from the laboratories of DynaGlide® a 
division of Multi-Marketing Corporation. Made in the USA. 

PROcussionCare® 
WearBarrier
a copolymer micro-barrier conditioning formula 
for drumheads, stick tips, and hard mallet heads. 
One-step fast & easy spray-on application…
•  Creates a larger drumhead “sweet spot” 
•  Enhances head-to-bearing-edge contact for more 
 accurate tuning
•  Provides deeper, richer drumhead tone
•  Improves resonance and sensitivity to grace notes
•  Increased durability of drumheads, sticks, and mallets
One simple, easy, and fast PROCussionCare® Wear Barrier 
application dries to the touch in seconds, lifting away con-
taminants and grime for improved response, more resis-
tance to drumhead and stick breakage, and superior drum 
head tone and rebound.

Try PROcussionCare® WearBarrier today!

Makes drumheads sound 
better and last longer!   

PROcussionCare® 
WearBarrier

PROCUSSIONCare® WearBarrier
is available in the handy 2oz aerosal can, 
the eco-friendly 4oz trigger bottle and 
the cost effective 7oz aerosol can.

See online at SoundSynergies.net



Apply to drumhead for a larger 
“sweet spot,” improved rebound, 
enhanced tone, and better 
resistance to wear.

Apply to counterhoops 
(rims) for superior 
cross-sticking, 
rimshots, and 
drumhead response.

Apply to stick tips and hard 
mallet heads for increased 
rebound and durability.

Apply to snare strainer, 
lug casings, and lugs to 
resist friction, oxidation, 
and corrosion.

HEAR & FEEL THE DIFFERENCE®

 Drummers and percussionists know that lot of factors come together 
in creating a successful performance. There are the endless hours 
spent woodshedding at home and rehearsing with bandmates. A drum 
set combines many separate elements: drums, cymbals, percussion, 
drumheads, sticks, and hardware. However in terms of products to care 
for and preserve the sound of their instruments, drummers have been 
largely underserved. There have been a scattering of products available, 
but never a complete maintenance care solution for drums–until now. 
ProcussionCare® Wear Barrier is a breakthrough conditioning and 
lubricant formula for drumheads and sticks that transforms the critical 
area of gear maintenance to prevent excess wear and optimize sound 
quality. PROCussionCare’s breakthrough micro-barrier conditioning 
technology removes embedded dirt and grime, leaving a micro-thin 
coating for better drumhead-to-bearing-edge contact. This creates an 
enhanced sweet spot, the central area of the drumhead with the most 
desirable tone. Overall sound is improved, heads and sticks last longer, 
and tuning becomes easier and more accurate. Your drum gear is 
important–make sure that your stage setup won’t let you down–make 
sure ProcussionCare Wear Barrier is in your gig bag. Three sizes are 
ideal for use in the shop, on the road, or in the studio. Also available 
with ProcussionCare CymbalCare and PedalLube in a three-pack for a 
total drum maintenance package.

Drum Maintenance Made Easy 
 Formulated especially for the high-impact demands of drums and 
percussion, ProcussionCare Wear Barrier is the result of research into 
micro-lubricants for demanding ballistics applications. With an astound-
ing ability to penetrate and lift away deeply embedded grime and tiny 
debris particles, ProcussionCare ensures that your drum’s vibration and 
response is unrestricted. A micro-thin barrier lubricant coating remains 
after treatment to resist sticking impacts, promote enhanced tone, and 
allow increased stick rebound. Recommended application is with a soft 
lint-free cloth. Product quickly dries to the touch for immediate use. 
Available in three sizes for rehearsal room, sound studio, or touring 
shows.  

PROcussionCare®–Uniquely Effective, 
Environmentally responsible
 WearBarrier’s non-toxic formula is made expressly for use on 
drumheads, stick tips, and hard mallet heads. Silicone and teflon 
free. The proprietary formulation is the culmination of years of 
research and development in flex-film technologies, and has been 
a cornerstone of private label products since 1986. 

The Science of SoundSynergies® 
Proven Performance
 Watch video of a sound technician using PROCussionCarer to 
condition and install a new snare drum head.
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PROcussionCare®. . . Independently Tested.  
Proven Effective.
 Above right are photo images of snare drum heads that were 
used during a 160 hour play test. One head was treated and one 
un-treated with PROcussionCare WearBarrier. The images clearly 
show the significant ability of  WearBarrier to protect and reduce 
surface wear.

Type in the URL to watch and listen - www.stringtone.net/demo

SNARE HEAD - treated

160 play hours

SNARE HEAD - Un-treated

160 play hours

PROcussionCare® WearBarrier performance shown in 
160 hour play test below! 

PROCussionCare® WearBarrier revitalizes 
drum sound and response with one easy 
application. At pennies per application, its 
a small price to play to ensure your drums 
are always at 100% of their potential.

Apply to snare stand, 
memory locks, basket, etc. 
for long-lasting lubrication 
and reduced friction for 
longer wear.

SNARE DRUM 
AND STAND


